
 

**If you have any allergies, please inform a member of the bar team and we can alter the serving suggestions 

Take a journey of gin discovery! 
 

If you are unsure of which gin to choose, just let a member of the bar team know what kind 
of flavours and/or gins you usually like, and we can use our ‘GINTUITION’ to carefully select 

a gin based on your preferences. 
 

Why not add a Stainless-Steel Straw for only £1 to take home? 
OR  

Purchase any bottle of gin to take away with you and receive 10% off the RRP. 
For more information, speak to a member of the bar team

SIGNATURE GINS 
SINGLE £6.50 DOUBLE £8.50 

*ALL PRICES INCLUDE MIXER*

 
No.1 Yuzu and Szechuan Pepper 45% 
A London Dry with an oriental twist, deliciously citrus forward with just a subtle tingle on the finish 
courtesy of the pepper.  
Perfectly paired with Orange or Grapefruit and Fever-Tree Indian Tonic 

 
No.2 Watermelon 40% 
A true embodiment of its name. Juniper at the fore, accompanied by a touch of citrus sweetness, and 
a lingering and refreshing taste of watermelon.  
Perfectly paired with Watermelon or Cucumber and Fever-Tree Cucumber or Light Tonic 
 
No.3 Raspberry and Mango 40% 
Combining the sweet taste of raspberries, with the tropical sensation of mango to create an 
unforgettable fruit creation. 
Perfectly paired with Raspberries and Fever-Tree Elderflower Tonic 
 
No.4 Apple and Lemon 43% 
Sharp green apples, succulent lemon and foraged elderflower are distilled, and then rested on a pot 
of green apple for a further 7-days. 
Perfectly paired with Green Apple and Fever-Tree Elderflower or Mediterranean Tonic 
 
No.5 Blueberry Old Tom 43% 
Complex blueberry goodness that interweaves beautifully with its Old Tom base. 
Perfectly paired with Blueberries and Fever-Tree Elderflower Tonic 
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SIGNATURE COCKTAILS 

£8.50 
 
 
Raspberry & Mango Gin Fizz 
The perfect Gin Fizz using our Raspberry & Mango Gin. Due to the jammy texture of the Raspberry it 
comes alive with a touch of fizz, delivering subtle notes of Mango on the finish. 
Perfectly created with 25ml Gin, and topped up with Prosecco 
 
Blueberry Gin Fizz 
The fresh, fruity and tart notes of Blueberry meddle with the fizz to create something delightful.  
Perfectly created with 25ml Gin, and topped up with Prosecco 
 
Negroni  
Traditional Italian aperitif. To describe it’s full of bitter spice, citrus and all things nice, uses our 
delectable Yuzu and Szechuan Pepper Gin to deliver glorious citrus notes and just a subtle tingle from 
the pepper on the finish. 
Perfectly created with 25ml Gin, 25ml Vermouth & 25ml Campari 
 
Spritz  
The perfect spritz with a kick, using our delectable Yuzu and Szechuan Pepper Gin to deliver glorious 
citrus notes and just a subtle tingle from the pepper on the finish.  
Perfectly created with 25ml Gin, 25ml Aperol, and topped up with Fever-Tree Blood Orange Soda 
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SEASONAL SPECIALS 
SINGLE £6.50 DOUBLE £8.50  

*ALL PRICES INCLUDE MIXER*

 
Anno Cranberry 29% ABV 
A gratifying burst of cranberry pushed aside by zesty orange, before making way for the spiciness 
from the cloves.  
Perfectly paired with Orange and Fever-Tree Ginger Ale or Clementine Tonic 
 
Bashall Spirits Parkin Cake Gin 40% ABV 
Capturing the comforting aromas and flavours of treacle and ginger spice, our Parkin Cake Gin is an 
enticing and distinctively warming spirit. 
Perfectly paired with Orange and Fever-Tree Ginger Ale 
 
Copperfield Christmas Carol 45% ABV 
A spectacular combination of traditional winter spices like cinnamon and cloves with the subtle 
sweetness of liquorice and wormwood – the making of a mince pie. 
Perfectly paired with Orange and Fever-Tree Ginger Ale or Clementine Tonic 
 
Cotswolds Christmas Gin 45% ABV 
With each sip, expect the Christmassy fragrance of clementine. The liquid then has a velvety, smooth 
mouth-feel and a traditional flavour profile. As the flavours dissipate, you’re left with a long, 
lingering finish of juniper, cardamom and Cotswolds lavender. 
Perfectly paired with Orange and Fever-Tree Indian Tonic or Clementine Tonic 
 
Edinburgh Christmas Gin 43% ABV 
A festive gin from Edinburgh Gin, made with two classic Christmassy botanicals frankincense and 
myrrh. 
Perfectly paired with Orange and Fever-Tree Ginger Ale or Clementine Tonic 
 
Gower Gin Company Bara Brith 43% ABV 
A delicious warming new gin based on Grandma's recipe with tea-soaked vine fruit, citrus & 
spice. Bara Brith is inspired by the famous Welsh ‘speckled bread’ and is warming and spicy; serve 
with zest of orange and a cinnamon stick. 
Perfectly paired with Orange and Fever-Tree Ginger Ale or Clementine Tonic 
 
Tarquin’s Figgy Puddy 42% ABV 
Dried fig, fresh clementine zest, seasonal spice and brandy-soaked cherry wood chips added to it. 
After distillation a dash of Pedro Ximenez sherry was added, which is where the colour comes from. 
Perfectly paired with Orange and Fever-Tree Ginger Ale 
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Twisted Spirits Douglas Fir 41.5% ABV 
Gratifyingly resinous, smooth & mysteriously complex. Award winning Dry Gin, cold distilled with 
hand foraged pine needles for extra intrigue.  
Perfectly paired with Lime and Fever-Tree Light Tonic 
 
 ABV 
That Boutique-y Yuletide Gin 46% 
Plump and jammy clementine with a sprinkle of toasted spice, accompanied by a festive medley 
of fruity, spicy Christmas confectionery: from mince pies to buttery panettone, with a floral 
splash reminiscent of the incense of Midnight Mass. 
Perfectly paired with Orange and Fever-Tree Clementine Tonic 

 
 

A-Z GINS 
SINGLE £6.50 DOUBLE £8.50  

*ALL PRICES INCLUDE MIXER*
 
1689 Queen Mary Edition 38.5% ABV 
A beautiful combination of juniper, dried quince, pippin (apple), lemon, orange peel, nutmeg, aniseed 
and clove, with strawberries and raspberries added to the distillation process to give the gin a pink 
hue and fruity flavour. 
Perfectly paired with Strawberries / Raspberries and Fever-Tree Mediterranean Tonic  
 
6 O’clock Brunel 50% ABV 
Extra juniper and plus six new botanicals – green cardamom, nutmeg, cumin, cassia bark, cubeb 
pepper and lemon – for a bolder, richer flavour! Earthy sweetness combines with citrus freshness for 
a dry spicy finish. 
Perfectly paired with Orange and Fever-Tree Ginger Ale or Clementine Tonic 
 
6 O’clock Sloe 26% ABV 
Intensely dry and fruity with warming spice, especially cardamom. 
Perfectly paired with Orange and Fever-Tree Ginger Ale or Lemon Tonic 
 
Aber Falls Welsh Dry 41.3% ABV 
A burst of fresh citrus flavour, finely balanced notes of juniper, liquorice, angelica and coriander 
seeds. 
Perfectly paired with Orange and Fever-Tree Indian Tonic 
 
Aber Falls Orange Marmalade 41.3% ABV 
A refined balance of sweet and bitter orange flavours, with the pine flavour of juniper. 
Perfectly paired with Orange and Fever-Tree Mediterranean Gin 
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Aber Falls Rhubarb and Ginger 41.3% ABV 
With subtle spices ad tart rhubarb, perfectly balanced by distinctively piney juniper notes, leaving a 
warming sensation and complemented by a taste of ginger to finish. 
Perfectly paired with Orange and Fever-Tree Ginger Ale 
 
Adnams Copper House Dry 40% ABV 
This smooth, rich spirit is made with juniper berries, orris root, coriander seed, cardamom pod, sweet 
orange peel and hibiscus flower to achieve the fullest flavour 
Perfectly paired with Orange and Fever-Tree Indian Tonic 
 
Altitude 43% ABV 
This award-winning Gin is blended with alpine botanicals, including the native myrtle berry, 
elderflower, pine needles and supporting mountain conservation 
Perfectly paired with Rosemary and Fever-Tree Indian Tonic 
 
Amazzoni 42% ABV 
Five Amazonian botanicals; cocoa, Brazilian chestnut, maxixe, water lily and cipo crava shine 
alongside six more traditional gin botanicals including pink pepper, bay leaf and mandarin.  
Perfectly paired with Lime & Fever-Tree Indian Tonic 
 
Anno Kent Dry 43% ABV 
An unusual mix of Samphire, local florals and hops which are blended to create a smooth and 
complex flavour. 
Perfectly paired with Lime and Fever-Tree Indian Tonic  
 
Audemus Pink Pepper 44% ABV 
A combination of sweet and spice from Cognac in France, using pink peppercorns, cardamom, vanilla, 
honey and tonka beans. It’s a standout!  
Perfectly paired with Strawberries and Fever-Tree Aromatic Tonic  
 
Barra Atlantic Gin ABV 
Barra Atlantic Gin showcases a perfect balance of floral and herbal on the nose, leading to juniper, 
citrus and dulcet carrageen rolling across the tongue like the mighty Atlantic surf breaking on Barra 
shores.  
Perfectly paired with Grapefruit and Fever-Tree Mediterranean Tonic 
 
Bathtub Cask Aged 43.3% ABV 
Made using the original Bathtub gin recipe, the spirit is stored in a tiny octave cask and aged for 3-6 
months, resulting in a rich aromatic spiced flavour. 
Perfectly paired with Orange and Fever-Tree Clementine Tonic or Ginger Ale 
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Berkshire Botanical Dandelion & Burdock 40.3% ABV 
Hints of vanilla, liquorice and honey with a little citrus and ginger spice. 
Perfectly paired with Orange and Fever-Tree Ginger Ale 
 
Berkshire Botanical Dry 40.3% ABV 
Crisp and delicate, Berkshire Botanical Dry Gin is perfectly balanced for a classic G&T. Distilled with 
hand-picked botanicals including Norway Spruce, Juniper, Coriander, Sweet Orange peel and 
Grapefruit. 
Perfectly paired with Grapefruit with Fever-Tree Indian Tonic 
 
Berkshire Botanical Rhubarb & Raspberry 40.3% ABV 
Infused with rhubarb and raspberries, hence it’s pink hue, it still boats a healthy dose of juniper.  
Perfectly paired with Raspberries and Red Apple with Fever-Tree Light Tonic or Ginger Ale 
 
Boatyard Double Gin 46% ABV 
Organically produced wheat spirit is macerated for 18 hours with 8 botanicals, including Sweet Gale, 
and lemon peel for ultimate freshness. 
Perfectly paired with Grapefruit & Fever-Tree Indian Tonic 
 
Boatyard Old Tom 46% ABV 
Using their Double Gin, Fermanagh honey is then added for natural sweetness. With notes of candied 
lemon peel, vanilla and cinnamon spice with a silky orange finish.  
Perfectly paired with Orange & Fever-Tree Ginger Ale 
 
Boe Peach and Hibiscus 20% ABV 
A well-balanced summertime gin-based liqueur that has sweet tones of peach and hibiscus 
throughout. 
Perfectly paired with Strawberries and Fever-Tree Elderflower Tonic  
 
Black Powder Blood Orange 37% ABV 
Enjoy the smooth and crisp taste of the Mediterranean sun. This gin is infused with bittersweet blood 
oranges to create a delicious spirit bursting with invigorating and zesty flavours. 
Perfectly paired with Orange and Fever-Tree Mediterranean Tonic  
 
Black Powder English Quince 37.5% ABV 
A fruity gin that combines the quinces natural balance of tart and sweet flavouring, reminiscent of 
pear & sour apple, with the smooth traditional base of their London Dry. 
Perfectly paired with Apple and Fever-Tree Mediterranean Tonic  
 
Black Powder Sidelock London Dry 40% ABV 
28 carefully selected botanicals including rose petals, hibiscus, chamomile, grains of paradise and 
cranberries.  
Perfectly paired with Grapefruit and Fever-Tree Indian Tonic 
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Black Powder Wild Cherry 37.5% ABV 
Made with handpicked wild cherries from our orchards along with Montmorency and Morello 
cherries. Deep red in appearance and full of juicy rich cherry flavour with subtle hints of fragrant 
marzipan. 
Perfectly paired with Lemon and Fever-Tree Madagascan Cola 
 
Boodles Mulberry 30% ABV 
Delicious sweet mulberry fruit with notes of raspberry and currants which have been steeped in 
Boodles Gin. 
Perfectly paired with Lemon and Fever-Tree Bitter Lemon Tonic 
 
Burleigh’s London Dry 40% ABV 
A smooth dry gin, with juniper freshness, citrus zest and eucalyptus.  
Perfectly paired with Orange / Grapefruit and Fever-Tree Indian Tonic  
 
Brookie’s Slow Gin 26% ABV 
Created in the style of sloe gin but with the Davidson Plum instead. This gin has flavours of fresh 
peach and raspberry, while a subtle tickle of peppery juniper and pine develop behind the sweet fruit 
notes. 
Perfectly paired with Lemon and Fever-Tree Bitter Lemon Tonic 
 
Brookie’s Byron Dry Gin 46% ABV 
A dry and spicy gin – featuring bay leaf, kaffir lime and eucalyptus with a lovely, floral, fresh orange 
peel finish. 
Perfectly served with Lime & Fever-Tree Indian Tonic 
 
Brockmans 40% ABV 
Brockmans is a full-bodied gin with blueberry and blackberry notes, sitting alongside dry and 
bittersweet Valencian orange peel. It’s a gin like no other! 
Perfectly paired with Grapefruit & Blueberries and Fever-Tree Mediterranean Tonic  
 
Cambridge Dry Gin 42% ABV 
Made with Macedonian juniper and selection of botanical capturing the essence of all four seasons. 
Features black current leaf, lemon verbena, angelica seed, rose petals, violet petals and basil and 
rosemary from the distillery gardens. 
Perfectly paired with Rosemary and Fever-Tree Mediterranean Tonic  
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Caorunn Raspberry 41.8% ABV 
Made with a combination of traditional and handpicked Scottish botanicals including rowan berry, 
heather, coul blush apple and dandelion, the gin is enhanced by the natural sweetness of Scottish 
raspberry.  
Perfectly paired with Raspberry and Fever-Tree Light or Mediterranean Tonic  
 
Cape Town Pink Lady 43% ABV 
This South African Gin is infused Rose Geranium (Pelargonium), with dried hibiscus flowers ground to 
a powder and then added to the gin to create a wonderful salmon pink colour, with a heavenly hint 
of rose water. 
Perfectly paired with Strawberry and Fever-Tree Elderflower Tonic  
 
OX44 45% ABV 
Fresh notes of kaffir lime leaves with earthy coriander, backed up by sweet, piney juniper with a hint 
of mulberry and Scottish heather. 
Perfectly paired with Lime and Indian Tonic 
 
Chapel Down 41.2% ABV 
Created using distilled grape skins from a single vintage year, the spirit has been developed to reflect 
the delicate flavour profile of the wine varietal. A heady aroma of intense citrus peel, juniper and 
freshly cut grass leads to an early palate dominated by ripe citrus fruit with a herbal finish. 
Perfectly paired with Lemon and Fever-Tree Indian Tonic 
 
Crossbill 44%  
A very simple botanical selection – 100% Scottish juniper berries and rosehip. That’s it! In a time 
where gins are made with a plethora of botanicals, it’s nice to see some distillers making a tasting 
gin with fewer botanicals.  
Perfectly paired with Orange and Fever-Tree Light Tonic  
 
Cygnet Pinc 37% ABV 
The only Welsh gin to use an infusion of real strawberries and raspberries to give the stunning fruit 
flavour and delicate pink colouring. 
Perfectly paired with Strawberries and Fever-Tree Light Tonic  
 
Divine Strawberry and Kiwi 40% ABV 
Made with a mix of botanicals that include peppers and spices, they then infuse strawberries and 
kiwis, nothing else. Delivering sweet juniper, subtle spice with sweet notes of strawberry and kiwi. 
Perfectly paired with Strawberry and Fever-Tree Elderflower Tonic 
 
Dr Eamers’ Dry 43% ABV 
Nine botanicals, including lemon thyme and Tellicherry pepper, a type of peppercorn.  
Perfectly paired with Orange or Grapefruit and Fever-Tree Indian Tonic 
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Edinburgh Lemon and Jasmine 40% ABV 
Floral jasmine notes are balanced beautifully with Lemon to create a delicate expression 
Perfectly paired with Lemon and Fever-Tree Light Tonic  
 
Eenoo Gin 43% ABV 
Named after an old Scots phrase for ‘just now’, Eenoo is made featuring Royal Deeside honey, 
heather, willow herb and clover pollen. It’s been completed with brambleberries, raspberries, 
rosehips, citrus and Italian juniper.  
Perfectly paired with Raspberry and Fever-Tree Indian Tonic 
 
Empress 1908 42.5% ABV 
Infused with the vibrantly tinted butterfly pea blossom, adding a singularly distinct expression – an 
impossibly lush and vivid indigo blue, with a stunning secret to reveal; with the addition of citrus or 
tonic, Empress 1908 is transformed from its breath-taking indigo to a soft pink. 
Perfectly paired with Rosemary and Fever-Tree Mediterranean Tonic 
 
Explorer’s Gin 44% ABV 
Botanicals include juniper, angelica seed, Western Red Cedar, lemon, orange, grapefruit, pink 
peppercorn, Szechuan pepper, verbena, fennel, liquorice. 
Perfectly paired with Orange and Fever-Tree Indian Tonic 
 
Fifty Pounds 43.5% ABV 
The name comes from the time of George II and the 1736 Gin Act, when a £50-pound tax was levied 
on that wish to produce and sell gin. This is citrus forward with a good core of juniper. 
Perfectly paired with Orange and Fever-Tree Indian Tonic  
 
Garden Swift 47% ABV 
A complex gin from the Cotswolds containing 34 botanicals. Includes blood orange peel and sweet 
tilia flower which creates honey notes. The recipe is a highly guarded secret. 
Perfectly paired with Orange and Fever-Tree Indian Tonic  
 
GIN EVA Mallorca 45% ABV 
Bursting with fresh whole citrus fruits and wild juniper all grown on the Mediterranean island of 
Mallorca / Majorca.  
Perfectly paired with Orange and Fever-Tree Mediterranean Tonic  
 
Gower Rhamanta 43% ABV 
A classic juniper-forward London dry made with rose and pomegranate, delivering delicate floral 
notes. 
Perfectly paired with Strawberries and Fever-Tree Light Tonic  
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Griffiths Brothers Original 43.5% ABV 
Cold-distilled using a rotary evaporator named Roberta and features 13 botanicals, including bay 
laurel, barberries, orange blossom and elderflower. 
Perfectly paired with Orange and Fever-Tree Indian or Light Tonic 
 
HMS Elizabeth Rose 39% ABV 
A delicate balance of botanicals, using a classic London Dry Gin and a natural elderflower distillate. 
The result is a juniper led gin on the nose, followed by light flowery and honey like tones, ensuring a 
crisp, palate-cleansing finish. 
Perfectly paired with Lemon and Fever-Tree Elderflower Tonic  
 
Horseguards London Dry 42% ABV 
Citrus-forward with a hearty juniper bite on the palate. The inspiration for the name comes from 
Britain’s Horse Guards formed by King Charles II back in 1661. 
Perfectly paired with Grapefruit and Fever-Tree Indian Tonic  
 
HRAFN Thoughts & Memory 45% ABV 
Distilled with traditional botanicals and delicate mandarin.  It is fresh on the nose, light and smooth 
on the palate, with a distinctive warm and slightly spicy finish. 
Perfectly paired with Lemon and Fever-Tree Light Tonic 
 
Ink Gin 43% ABV 
A unique all-natural colour-changing gin. Floral infused in small batches with 13 organic, native & 
exotic botanicals and infused with butterfly pea flower petals which change colour from their natural 
indigo to pink when mixed with tonic water, lemon or lime juice.  
Perfectly paired with Rosemary and Fever-Tree Mediterranean Tonic 
 
Isle of Bute Gorse 43% ABV 
There are 19 botanicals that make their way into Gorse Gin, including juniper, gorse flower, 
grapefruit, chamomile, elderflower and cinnamon, among others.  
Perfectly paired with Lemon and Fever-Tree Light Tonic  
 
Isle of Bute Heather 43% ABV 
Celebrating an iconic Scottish flower is Isle of Bute’s Heather Gin! Using hand-picked heather from 
the Isle of Bute itself, it’s distilled alongside pink grapefruit and other traditional botanicals. 
Perfectly paired with Grapefruit and Fever-Tree Light Tonic  
 
Isle of Harris 45% ABV 
Nine botanicals, with Sugar Kelp playing the starring role, bringing a complex and maritime edge to 
proceedings.  
Perfectly paired with Grapefruit & Fever-Tree Indian Tonic 
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Jaffa Cake Gin 42% ABV 
The perfect treat, made with oranges, fresh orange peel, cocoa powder and actual Jaffa cakes.  
Perfectly paired with Orange and Fever-Tree Light Tonic  
 
Jawbox 43% ABV 
With peppery juniper, fragrant citrus and angelica at the fore with a spiced undertone it creates a 
classic yet memorable serve. 
Perfectly paired with Lime and Fever-Tree Ginger Ale  
 
Keepr’s 1606 43% ABV 
Made using organic oranges and lemons handpicked in Spain, along with a whole host of other 
traditional botanicals. 
Perfectly paired with Orange and Fever-Tree Indian Tonic 
 
Keepr’s London Dry with Honey 40% ABV 
A superb London Dry Gin with a hearty helping of raw British honey. Sweet yet dry all in one!  
Perfectly paired with Rosemary and Fever-Tree Light Tonic 
 
Keepr’s Sloe and Honey 28% ABV 
Sloe gin made by infusing sloe berries from British hedgerows into London Dry Gin, then a heart 
helping of raw British honey. Expect a velvety mouthfeel and a brilliant balance of tart fruit and 
sweet honey. 
Perfectly paired with Orange and Fever-Tree Ginger Ale 
 
Keepr’s Strawberry and Lavender 37% ABV 
A superb infusion with delicious British strawberries, a hint of lavender and a touch of 100% 
unadulterated British honey from their own hives. 
Perfectly paired with Strawberries and Fever-Tree Light Tonic 
 
Kemsing London Dry 40% ABV 
Lovingly crafted with juicy juniper berries, fragrant coriander and bay leaves, sweet clementine 
bursting with sweetness and macadamia nuts for a smooth and creamy texture.  
Perfectly paired with Orange and Fever-Tree Mediterranean Tonic 
 
Knut Hansen 42% ABV 
Distilled with apples, basil, juniper and cucumber to create a smooth and complex taste. 
Perfectly paired with Orange & Rosemary and Fever-Tree Indian Tonic  
 
Kokoro 42% ABV 
A London Dry made with a selection of botanicals that include fresh Sansho berries, which are 
popular in Japanese cuisine.  
Perfectly paired with Orange and Fever-Tree Aromatic Tonic  
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Kuro London Dry 43% ABV 
Incorporating bamboo, silver birch and spruce to create an Alpine freshness. The result is a modern 
London Dry, with an aromatic, earthy piney twist on the end. 
Perfectly paired with Grapefruit and Fever-Tree Indian Tonic  
 
Lakes Gin Pink Grapefruit 46% 
Zesty pink grapefruit layers over notes of crisp juniper, black pepper and a citrus finish. 
Perfectly paired with Grapefruit and Fever-Tree Mediterranean Tonic 
 
La Republica 42% ABV 
Hailing from Bolivia, this is elegant and smooth on the palate. Rich fresh herbs, toasty flavours and a 
strong backbone of juniper. Fruit lingers on the finish, blending with exotic spices and earthy 
undertones, then fading to a pleasant warmth on the tongue.  
Perfectly paired with Lime and Fever-Tree Mediterranean Tonic 
 
Little Bird 46% ABV 
Bold juniper is complimented with bright citrus and spicy ginger. 
Perfectly paired with Orange and Fever-Tree Indian Tonic  
 
McLean’s Gin Something Blue 39% ABV 
Sugared almonds and fresh summer berries drizzled in soft marzipan give way to lightly crushed 
juniper berries and Eastern spices. Herbal notes of mint and aromatic basil linger.  
Perfectly paired with Cucumber and Fever-Tree Mediterranean Tonic 
 
Makar Oak Aged 43% ABV 
A delicious marriage of vibrant, juniper-led gin, with smoky notes from ageing in new European oak 
casks.  
Perfectly paired with Orange and Fever-Tree Ginger Ale  
 
Mackintosh Original 42% ABV 
Juniper led it is complimented with specially selected botanicals including Mediterranean citrus fruits, 
fresh grapefruit and locally foraged elderflower. 
Perfectly paired with Grapefruit and Fever-Tree Indian Tonic 
 
Malfy Blood Orange 41% ABV 
Sicilian Blood Orange peel is that star botanical in Malfy Con Arancia. With intense rich citrus 
flavours and herbaceous undertones this is a vibrant and charming Italian gin. 
Perfectly paired with Orange and Fever-Tree Mediterranean Tonic  
 
Malfy Gin Rosa 41% ABV 
A beautifully refreshing gin, bursting with pink grapefruit aroma and flavour. 
Perfectly paired with Grapefruit and Fever-Tree Mediterranean Tonic 
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Malfy Limone 41% ABV 
A classic gin flavour profile with the addition of lively lemon citrus flavours and classic herbs. A 
Mediterranean delight. 
Perfectly paired with Lemon and Fever-Tree Mediterranean Tonic 
 
Malfy Originale 41% ABV 
A gin with layers, strong juniper tones, citrus and subtle spice with a sweet finish on the palate. A 
refreshing taste of Italy. 
Perfectly paired with Orange and Fever-Tree Mediterranean Tonic 
 
Manly Spirits Lilly Pilly 40% ABV 
A natural, raspberry-infused pink hue and is inspired by the vibrant & succulent berries of the Lilly 
Pilly and the rambling edible pink flowers. 
Perfectly paired with Grapefruit and Fever-Tree Mediterranean Tonic  
 
Mirabeau Rose 43% ABV 
A taste of Provence, complex in flavour juniper at the core and balanced floral notes. Rose wine is 
present and complementary to the blend. 
Perfectly paired with Rosemary and Fever-Tree Aromatic Tonic 
 
Mr Hobbs Rhubarb & Ginger 21.5% ABV 
Blended with the very best British Rhubarb to produce a perfectly balanced Gin liqueur. Summer 
fruits and herbs on the nose with well-rounded Ginger notes and plenty of Rhubarb on the palate. 
Perfectly paired with Orange and Fever-Tree Ginger Ale 
 
Nerabus Islay 42% ABV 
A delicate blend of juniper, herbs and aromatic spice. At the fore is delicate Heather that is native to 
the Islay. Bold juniper forward notes that give wat to a delicate floral sweetness. 
Perfectly paired with Lime and Fever-Tree Aromatic Tonic 
 
Orkney Mikkelmas 41.3% ABV 
Autumn in a glass, with mulled spices and delightful citrus and floral back notes. The finish is warm 
and silky. 
Perfectly paired with Grapefruit and Fever-Tree Indian Tonic or Ginger Ale 
 
Poetic License Baked Apple and Salted Caramel 21% ABV 
Spiced apple notes are combined with cinnamon spice and smooth caramel sweetness. Made using 
an Old Tom Gin base the lingering flavour on the palate is crisp, spiced apple and warming aromatic 
notes.  
Perfectly paired with Apple and Fever-Tree Mediterranean Tonic 
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Pickering’s Original 42% ABV 
Based on the original 1947 recipe, using Angelica instead of Cinnamon for those who like a classic, 
crisp style of gin to go with today’s sweeter tonics. 
Perfectly paired with Grapefruit and Fever-Tree Indian Tonic 
 
Pickering’s 1947 42% ABV 
A spicy and sweet authentic Bombay style gin created in Edinburgh. The cinnamon notes give a spicy 
kick. 
Perfectly paired with Orange and Fever-Tree Aromatic Tonic 
 
Pienaar & Son Orient 43% ABV 
Packed	with	spice	and	citrus.	Sweet	vanilla	and	mandarin	orange	notes	complement	the	fiery	
cassia	bark,	ginger	and	allspice	in	this	truly	bold	and	inspired	gin.	
Perfectly	paired	with	Orange	and	Fever-Tree	Indian	Tonic 
 
Pilgrim’s Blueberry and Basil 20% ABV 
The sweet juicy flavours of blueberries and has been blended perfectly with basil to deliver a taste 
sensation.  
Perfectly paired with Blueberries and Fever-Tree Light Tonic 
 
Pilgrim’s Original 40% ABV 
Savoury, earthy notes of juniper, coriander and angelica, complimented with the sweet and acidic 
flavour of grapefruit. The gin is then refined with Scottish spring water and finally infused with 
blackcurrants to create an interesting and exquisite taste. 
Perfectly paired with Blackberries & Mint and Fever-Tree Elderflower Tonic 
 
Pilgrim’s Raspberry and Ginger 20% ABV 
The sweetness of the fresh raspberries is beautifully balanced with a delicate warmth from the 
ginger. This creates a morish taste.  
Perfectly paired with Raspberry and Fever-Tree Light Tonic 
 
Pilgrim’s Strawberry and Black Pepper 20% ABV 
Sweet notes of the strawberries balanced by the spicy kick of the black pepper.  
Perfectly paired with Strawberries and Fever-Tree Light Tonic 
 
Pink Marmalade 42% ABV  
A dry and zesty gin balancing organic botanicals, with a moment of colour-changing magic. 
Perfectly paired with Grapefruit & Rosemary and Fever-Tree Indian Tonic 
 
Renegade by Doghouse 42% ABV 
Big burst of lemony freshness, into bold juniper and a great dose of cassia. It’s like a gin, only ginnier, 
with all of its flavours - be they pine, spiced or citrus - coming through clear and amplified.  
Perfectly paired with Rosemary and Fever-Tree Mediterranean Tonic 
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Samara Gin 40% ABV 
Hibiscus, rose, honey, cardamom and elderflower, which are four times vapour-infused.  
Perfectly paired with Strawberry and Fever-Tree Elderflower Tonic 
 
Scapegrace Black 41.6% ABV 
A black gin! It gets its dark hue from its botanicals including aronia berry, butterfly pea, 
saffron, pineapple and sweet potato.  
Perfectly paired with Lemon and Fever-Tree Elderflower Tonic 
 
Scuttled Gin 43% ABV 
Hailing from the Orkney Islands, this gin includes tarragon, green pepper, mint, lavender and 
chamomile flower. 
Perfectly paired with Lemon and Fever-Tree Aromatic Tonic 
 
Secret Garden Damask Rose 46% ABV 
Splash a little tonic into this limited-edition Damask Rose Secret Garden Gin and this faintly golden 
spirit miraculously turns a warm petal pink.  
Perfectly paired with Lemon & Fever-Tree Light Tonic 
 
Secret Garden Wild 40% ABV 
Created with freshly distilled sweet cicely, bog myrtle, dwarf birch, angelica root, winter savoury, 
wooden avens, sweet woodruff, yarrow and nettle.  
Perfectly paired with Lemon & Fever-Tree Indian Tonic 
 
Sikkim Bilberry 40% ABV 
Made with a red tea base from Sikkim, Tibet. This bilberry version features juniper, flower essences, 
blackberries, iris, blueberries, coriander, calamus and bitter orange skin. 
Perfectly paired with Blueberry and Fever-Tree Elderflower Tonic 
 
Sir Robin of Locksley Raspberry and Cardamom 40.5% ABV 
A truly versatile juniper forward gin. It is smooth and clean on the palate with vibrant citrus notes 
that fill the mouth and lead to a crisp finish. 
Perfectly paired with Raspberry and Fever-Tree Elderflower Tonic  
 
Sky Wav London Dry 42% ABV 
With juniper constantly present, the flavour starts with a citrus burst. After a long, smooth, slighty 
sweet middle, you are left with a wonderfully lingering, subtly spicy finish. 
Perfectly paired with Grapefruit and Fever-Tree Indian Tonic  
 
St Ives Blood Orange 38% ABV 
Bursting with citrus flavours creating crisp, zesty spirit, bursting with complex flavour and a colour to 
light up your glass.  
Perfectly paired with Orange and Fever-Tree Mediterranean Tonic 
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St Ives Super Berry 38% ABV 
A bounty of do-good berries; including antioxidant-rich gojis, teamed with a punch of juniper, 
fragrant kaffir lime leaves & topped off with the lemony-tart, plump fruit flavours of hibiscus 
petals 
Perfectly paired with Raspberry and Fever-Tree Mediterranean Tonic 
 
Stockport Gin Pink Grapefruit & Pink Peppercorn 40% ABV 
Distilled with fresh pink grapefruits and pink peppercorns then infused afterwards with more. 
Perfectly paired with Grapefruit and Fever-Tree Light Tonic 
 
Tarsier Southeast Asian Dry 45% ABV 
Inspired by Southeast Asia and made with exotic botanicals including calamansi, kampot pepper, 
Thai sweet basil and galangal. Bold juniper, rich citrus, prickles of pepper and herbaceous notes for 
depth. 
Perfectly paired with Lime and Fever-Tree Indian Tonic or Ginger Ale 
 
Tarsier Oriental Pink 40% ABV 
Bursting with floral notes of red dragon fruit, sweet lychee and tart raspberries. Full of fresh, fruity 
and bold flavours this is a gin that is packed with Southeast Asian charm. 
Perfectly paired with Raspberries and Fever-Tree Light Tonic 
 
Tarquin’s Cornish Dry 42% ABV 
Fresh, crisp and vibrant juniper nose. Light aromatic spice, orange blossom and a hint of cardamom. 
Creamy, dry with delicate green pine and subtle frangipane notes.  
Perfectly paired with Grapefruit and Fever-Tree Mediterranean Tonic 
 
Tenby Pembrokeshire Gin Co 40% ABV 
Four citrus peels mingle with hand foraged Welsh rosemary, creating a light, easy drinking gin 
packed full of flavour. 
Perfectly paired with Orange & Rosemary and Fever-Tree Mediterranean Tonic  
 
That Boutique-y Chocolate Orange 46% ABV 
Roast Cacao Nibs and Bitter Orange peel along with traditional gin botanicals make for an 
indulgent serve, Citrus is at the core with a dark chocolate finish. 
Perfectly paired with Orange and Fever-Tree Clementine Tonic  
 
That Boutique-y Spit roasted Pineapple 46% ABV 
Whole pineapples roasted on a spit with Demerara sugar. Incredible tropical fruity notes with hints of 
burnt caramel and spice. 
Perfectly paired with Orange and Fever-Tree Ginger Ale  
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The Illusionist 45% ABV 
Hailing from Germany, thee producers have used juniper, citrus, angelica, cardamom, 
lavender, liquorice, mace and rosemary. It does look a bit like something you’ll find on the 
shelves of a sorcerer!  
Perfectly paired with Lemon and Fever-Tree Elderflower Tonic 
 
Three Wrens Raspberry Modena Cask 41.3% 
Fresh raspberries and basil steeped in the spirit and rested in casks from Modena, which were used to 
age extra old balsamic vinegar. 
Perfectly paired with Raspberry and Fever-Tree Aromatic Tonic 
 
Tonka Gin 47% ABV 
Simultaneously creamy and dry on the palate, with the flavour of tonka bean in the forefront. The 
botanicals blend a slight sharpness and a subtle sweetness with wood notes, caramel, and walnut 
from the barrel. 
Perfectly paired with Orange and Fever-Tree Mediterranean Tonic 

Twisted Nose Watercress 40% 
A beautiful botanical blend that includes Lavender, Fennel Seed and of course locally grown 
watercress. Juniper forward notes are followed with zesty grapefruit, complex fennel and delicate 
floral notes. The finish is a long vibrant citrus flavour. 
Perfectly paired with Grapefruit and Fever-Tree Mediterranean Tonic 
 
Wye Valley 42% ABV 
Fresh, crisp gin, full of leafy forest flavours, tangy citrus and delicate floral notes. 
Perfectly paired with Rosemary & Grapefruit and Fever-Tree Indian Tonic 

 
NON-ALCOHOLIC GIN 

SINGLE £4.50 DOUBLE £6.50 
 
 
Sea Arch Non-Alcoholic Spirit 0% 
A delicious non-alcoholic tipple that has soft juniper notes and a refreshing citrus finish.  
Perfectly paired with Orange and Fever Tree Clementine Tonic  
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NAVY STRENGTH 57%+ 
SINGLE £7.50 DOUBLE £9.50 

 
Black Powder Flintlock Navy Strength 60% ABV 
Unashamedly old school with a judicious streak of juniper running through it. Bitter orange, clove, 
rooty woods & deep spices. 
Perfectly paired with Lemon and Fever-Tree Indian Tonic 
 
Colombo Navy Strength 57% ABV 
This Sri Lankan gin has a kick of candied ginger, with aromatic curry leaf and peppery coriander. 
Perfectly paired with Lime and Fever-Tree Indian Tonic 
 
Edinburgh Cannonball 57.2% ABV 
Double strength juniper, lemon peel and a pinch of Szechuan pepper, among other botanical, help 
create a hearty tipple. 
Perfectly paired with Lemon and Fever-Tree Indian Tonic 
 
Elephant Strength 57% ABV 
The Strength encompasses twice the quantity of botanicals and a focus on the extraordinary African 
buchu, sweet orange peel and herbaceous mountain pine. It is a gentle giant! 
Perfectly paired with Orange and Fever-Tree Aromatic or Indian Tonic 
 
GWYR Dragon Strength 60% ABV 
Supercharged GWYR Rhosili with added pepper (grains of paradise and cubeb) and a hint of smoke 
from lapsang souchong; this dragon has real bite and an intense smooth flavour. 
Perfectly paired with Lemon and Fever Tree Aromatic Tonic  
 
 
 

OTHER SPIRITS 
*ALL PRICES INCLUDE MIXER* 

 
LIQUEUR 

SINGLE £4.00 DOUBLE £6.00 
*SERVED NEAT* 

 
 

Locksley Distilling & Bullion Craft Chocolate Liqueur 27% ABV 
Vacuum distilled using Cocoa Nibs from Guatemala. 
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RUM 

SINGLE £6.50 DOUBLE £8.50 
*ALL PRICES INCLUDE MIXER*

 
Dead Man’s Fingers Coconut 37.5% ABV 
The blend is based around the tropical flavours of coconuts with citrus and creamy caramel notes.  
 
Dead Man’s Fingers Pineapple 37.5% ABV 
This terrific tropical treat boasts notes of both candied and roasted pineapple, alongside shimmering 
spices and a helping of brown sugar. 
 
Dead Man’s Fingers Raspberry 37.5% ABV 
A spiced Rum with added raspberries. There’s a touch of citrus in there too to balance out the 
fruitiness.   
 
Jaffa Cake Rum 42% ABV ABV 
Spiced Rum blended with oranges and chocolate to create a real-life no fooling Jaffa Cake Rum 
 
Rumbullion 42.6% ABV 
Criollo Cocoa Nibs, Chipotle Chillies and jalapeno chillies this is a warming, spiced notes are at the 
fore. Earthy notes from the cocoa give a creamy finish. 
 
Spytail Ginger 40% ABV 
Made in France using a blend of Caribbean rum aged in barrels with a selection of spices, most 
notably ginger (inspired by a 19th century recipe). 
 

VODKA 
SINGLE £6.50 DOUBLE £8.50 

*ALL PRICES INCLUDE MIXER*

 
Cuckoo Spring Vodka 40% ABV 
No-nonsense Northern Spirit. Crystal clear, neutral and smooth it’s the perfect ingredient when 
blended with 100% British Wheat Spirit distilled in the North West of England. 
 
East London Liquor Vodka 40% ABV 
A truly English Vodka which is smooth and crisp on the palate.  
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Mermaid Salt Vodka 40% ABV 
Made from locally sourced rock sea salt to create a version of fresh sea air with a hint of ocean. 
 
Whitley Neill Rhubarb Vodka 43% ABV 
This a delightfully smooth mouthfeel and a delicately sweet bouquet reminiscent of summer and 
fresh-picked rhubarb. 

 
WHISKY 

SINGLE £6.50 DOUBLE £8.50 
*ALL PRICES INCLUDE MIXER*

 
 
Peaky Blinders 40% ABV 
Exotic botanicals and spices are at the core of this gin with grains of paradise, pepper and cassia 
featuring. Layers of pepper spice make the tongue tingle; this is offset with a delicate sweetness with 
a long dry finish.  
Perfectly served with Fever Tree Ginger Ale 

 
WINE AND FIZZ 

 
125ml £4.95     175ml £5.95       250ml £6.95 

 
WHITE 

Waipapa Bay, Sauvignon Blanc, New Zealand, 2020, 12.5% 
Canaletto, Pinot Grigio, Italy, 2019, 12% 
 

RED 
Southway, Shiraz, Australia, 2019, 13.5% 
Borde Rio, Malbec, Argentina, 2019, 12% 
 

ROSÉ 
J .L. Quinson, Cotes De Provence, France, 2019, 13% 
Cavatina, Pino Grigio Rosé, Italy, 12%  
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PROSECCO 

 
Glass £6     Bottle £25 

 
Dino, Vino Spumante Brut DOC, Italy, 11% 

 
BOTTLED DRINKS 

 
BEERS - £4.00 

Peroni, 5.1% 
Sol, 4.2% 

 
CIDER – £4.00 

 
Rekorderlig – Strawberry and Lime, 4% 
Rekorderlig – Mixed Fruits 4% 
Magners, 4.5% 
 

 
SOFT DRINKS 

 
BOTTLED COLA – 200ml bottles 

Coca-Cola - £2.00 
Diet Coke - £1.90  
 

JUICE - £1.50 
Cranberry Juice 
Orange Juice  
Apple Juice  
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FEVER-TREE - 200ml bottles - £1.50 
 

Indian Tonic Water  
Refreshingly Light Indian Tonic Water 
Refreshingly Light Elderflower Tonic Water 
Refreshingly Light Cucumber Tonic Water 
Refreshingly Light Mediterranean Tonic Water 
Refreshingly Light Aromatic Tonic Water 
Refreshingly Light Lemonade 
White Grape & Apricot Soda 
Raspberry & Rose Soda 
Mexican Lime Soda 
Italian Blood Orange Soda 
Ginger Ale 
Spiced Orange Ginger Ale 
Ginger Beer 
Madagascan Cola 


